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"We never stop caringfor you"
Yale-New Haven Hospital is a healing place; a place
where lives are saved, health is restored and loved
ones, reassured. Success can be measured by many
standards, but nowhere is it more dramatic than in
health care. A tiny premature infant a lew hours old, a
young man injured in an auto accident, a child with
leukemia, an elderlyman with a stroke — each needs
the careful attention of skilled and compassionate
caregivers and the best thatmedicine has to offer.
The following stories highlight that spirit of caring
found each year by the more than 35,000 people who





HEN RONNIE CARUSO SETS OUT TO DO SOME
THING, SHE DOES IT. In 1986, the now 17-year-old
Middletown resident placed third in the National
Bicycle League's Grand Nationals in the girls 16 and
over category. She then became captain of her high
school soccer team. She's also licked cancer.
Ronnie's doctor, Dennis Cooper, assistant profes
sor of Medicine (oncology), at Yale University School
of Medicine, and Yale-New Haven Hospital attending
physician, calls it "determination."
Shortly after her bicycle racing victory in 1986,
Ronnie's jaw began to ache. Months later as the pain
became worse and worse, sometimes so intense
keeping the energetic teen away from school and
sports, Ronnie was diagnosed with cancer at a hospi
tal near her home. A tumor the size of a grapefruit
was found which extended from the side of her neck to
the base of her skull. She was given a 50% chance of
surviving surgery.
Instead, Ronnie's parents brought her to Yale-New
Haven Hospital where doctors opted lor radiation
therapy first to shrink the size of the tumor. When
radiation proved unsuccessful, Ronnie was given
chemotherapy which shrunk the cancerous growth to
a barely noticeable size, recalls Dr. Cooper. Surgery
was then performed which removed all of the remain
ing cancer cells.
"She never really complained the entire time she
was treated," says Dr. Cooper. "She faced the ordeal
with entire equanimity."
From the time Ronnie was admitted to YNHH,
December 1986, until her last discharge, June 1987,
she spent no more than 10 consecutive days at home.
During that time she often resorted to writing as a way
to deal with her fears and pains. Despite the agony
she endured, her writing depicted the inner strength,
the zest for life, that never dissipated, as evidenced
in the following poem she wrote from her hospital bed.
To me today my life is like a rainy day, hopes of
happiness seem sofar away.
But 1 continue tofight
I'll always try hard,
ill never give in, illjust goon.
ill achieve happiness as time goes by, But no matter
how sad, Look in my eyes
for happiness is overflowing just because I 'm alive.
Ronnie's illness touched those beyond the Hospi
tal and her family. Classmates and teachers at Mid
dletown High School held a Flower Day, selling
flowers and using the proceeds to buy her a computer
and VCR.
"I just knew I had to get better," says Ronnie who
is now a senior in high school, works part-time at
Powder Ridge ski resort in Middlefield and is busy
applying to colleges to pursue a career in health care.
She once again proved to herself that she is a winner,
when after taking a 16-month hiatus from bicycle
racing, she placed third and second in the 1987
Christmas National Bike Championship in Colum
bus, Ohio.
Ronnie's treatments ended last July and she is
now undergoing plastic reconstructive surgery at
YNHH. With the combination of expert medical treat
ment and her passion for sports, she has made it.
JL. HE OAY AFTER FRANCESCA DEROSA S SIXTH
BIRTHDAY, she and her family sat patiently in an exam
ining room in Yale-New Haven Hospital's Pediatric
Oncology Clinic, waiting for Peter Beardsley, M.D.,
chief of Pediatric Oncology and Francesca s primary
physician.
Francesca was lounging comfortably on the fa
miliar examining table, reading a story book when
Joanne Roberts, a nurse's aide, burst into the room
carrying balloons and singing "Happy Birthday." She
presented Francesca with the balloons and a dinosaur
coloring book and crayons— "a birthday present
from the whole staff."
When you ask Fairfield residents Mary Lou and
David OeRosa to describe their daughter's two-year
treatment for leukemia at Yale-New Haven Hospital,
the first thing they'll tell you is that without the sup
port of "the nurturing, caring, absolutely wonderful
staff" they're not sure how they would have handled
the situation.
"It was two years ago, and we had taken Fran
cesca to see a performance of The Nutcracker. She
was sick that night and we took her to our pediatrician
the next day. Her face was puffy, her spleen was
enlarged and her white blood count had gone crazy,"
Mrs. DeRosa says, recalling the events of the week
end that changed her family's life.
"It's the kind of thing that just makes your head
spin," adds Mr. DeRosa. "In our case, our pediatri
cian referred us to Yale-New Haven, we brought her
here on that Monday, they ran all of the tests, diag
nosed the leukemia and started the chemotherapy all
in that afternoon."
"It was such a shock," her mother agrees. "The
first thing I thought of was that Francesca was going
to lose her hair. It's silly, but that was really all I
could deal with at the time."
"I thought why us? Why my child? It's the
hardest thing in the world for a parent to see their
child in pain, to see them suffer," says her father.
"But the doctors here were great. They told us Fran-
cesca's condition and prognosis in black and white.
They didn't hide or sugar-coat anything. They gave us
all the information we needed to make decisions. I
respect them for that and I felt confident about putting
my child's life in their hands. Dr. Beardsley also gave
us hope— most children with leukemia can be cured."
Almost two years to the day after her first visit to
Yale-New Haven, Francesca completed chemother
apy. Her treatment was primarily in the Pediatric
Hematology and Oncology Clinic at YNHH, but Dr.
Beardsley arranged for Francesca to receive part ol
her treatment in her pediatrician's office, closer to
home.
While she isn't visiting YNHH as she has for the
past two years, she and her family haven't forgotten
the care they received there. David DeRosa is contin
uing as president of The Tommy Fund, an organization
set up to aid pediatric oncology patients at Yale-New
Haven. "As a parent, I had felt so helpless during the
treatment, and The Tommy Fund was a way tor me to
get involved and accomplish things."
The Tommy Fund is a source ol comfort to the
DeRosa s because it lets them give something back to















-Z—^Wllr AVID ECHOLS REMEMBERS THE EARLY MORN
ING HOURS OF LAST AUGUST 7 as beautiful , warm and
sunny. He sat on his sun porch and drank a cup ol
coffee, smoked a cigarette and read the newspaper, a
much enjoyed peaceful morning ritual before the rest
of the household woke up.
But the morning didn't turn out quite right. A tight,
uncomfortable, squeezing feeling in his chest moved
from one arm to the other. He told his wife that he
was going to lay down and go in late to his job as
executive director of New Haven's Housing Authority.
She suggested a drive to the hospital, just to be on
the "safe side."
The squeezing pressure in his chest didn't let up.
When he arrived at Yale-New Haven Hospital's Emer
gency Services Department (ES), he was examined,
hooked to monitors and given a diagnosis. David
Echols was having a heart attack.
"I was pretty surprised itwas happening to me,"
Echols recalls. "I volunteered with the American
Cancer Society and HeartAssociation and of course,
knew all about risk factors and diet and symptoms.
But here I was. And the pressure was unrelenting."
Within minutes of the diagnosis, a cardiologist
explained about a new experimental treatment for
heart attacks— a drug called tPA (tissue plasmino
gen activator). TPA was able to dissolve potentially
fatal blood clots in the coronary artery that cause the
heart attack and to minimize damage to the heart
muscle. TPA was available for patients under a spe
cial National Institute of Health grant in which YNHH
was one of 12 original participating medical centers.
The first phase of the study found the use of tPA so
successful that it was expanded to include 26 national
testing sites for the drug.
Fortunately, David Echols had come to the Hospi
tal in time to receive it. In order for it to be effective,
it had to be given within four hours of the attack.
Would the Echols consent to the treatment?
They did and tPAwas administered intravenously
over a three-hour period, beginning in the ES. Barry
Zaret, M.D., chief of Cardiology, was called to serve
as Echols' cardiologist. Shortly after, Echols was
transferred to the coronary care unit. Within six hours
of the initial symptoms, he says, the pressure was
gone and he was feeling better.
wij'tMnfi,
"I remember waking up the next day in the inten
sive care unit and looking up to see my entire family;
my mother, a brother and two sisters had come 435
miles from Buffalo to see me," says Echols. "It made
me realize how serious this was."
Two days later he was moved to a "step down"
floor for cardiac patients and within a short time,
doctors agreed that he could go home. He enrolled in
the Hospital's Cardiac Treatment Center, an outpa
tient rehabilitation program that builds cardiovascu
lar strength and teaches healthy lifestyle habits in an
upbeat, informal group atmosphere.
"The attitude of both doctors and nurses at the
Hospital and at the Centerwas terrific," Echols says.
"They said 'look it happens, life goes on. Take it as
an opportunity to recover and to change your lifestyle
for the better.'
"I have. I had smoked cigarettes for 32 years and
gave them up without a thought that first day. My diet
has changed drastically and I've readjusted my work
style.
"And I'm grateful that tPA was available forme."
J. AT SHAW IS AN ASSISTANT MANAGER AT ARCHIE
MOORE'S, one ol New Haven's more popular restau
rants and pubs. Last summer, Pat took a night off from
work to go to a party with some friends and attend a
jazz concert on the New Haven Green.
When a rainstorm cut short the concert, Shaw and
his friends decided to go out tor pizza. On his way
home he took exit 8 off 1-95, an exit he'd taken "a
million times." Only this night was different ... a
combination of elements sent him sliding into a
telephone pole. It took the police 45 minutes and the
"jaws of life" to tree Shaw from the "totaled" car he
had borrowed from his brother.
When he woke up in the neurosurgical intensive
care unit (NSICU) at Yale-New Haven Hospital, stand
ing by his bed he saw Kathy McNamara R.N. head
nurse, who reassuringly was also a friend from Archie
Moore's. Despite Pat having been in a coma for four
days, Kathy recalls, "the first thing he said was,
'Where are the lottery tickets?' We took turns buying
tickets each week, hoping to split the winnings."
Fortunately he did not need surgery. Joseph Piep-
meier, M.D., director of the NICU, who coordinated
Shaw's treatment says "our goal was to provide the
optimum environment for his brain to recover from
the trauma. His prognosis lor survival was good— he
was young; the CT Scan showed no structural dam
age; and he had no complications such as bleeding,
brain swelling or infection."
Family supportwas another positive factor in his
recovery. "His family encouraged and helped him.
They used humor, laughter and music as forms of
stimulation for him," Kathy McNamara recalls. Pat
Shaw is one of eight children and his family worked it
out so that someone was there lor him most ol the
time. His sister, who is a nurse in Nebraska, took
lime off from her job to be with him. He also received
a lot of support from his co-workers through their
Irequent visits and flower baskets.
Upon his discharge from Yale-New Haven Hospi
tal, Shaw became an outpatient at the Gay lord Yale-
New Haven Rehabilitation Center at Long Wharf in
New Haven. With the help of speech, occupational
and physical therapy, he began an intensive rehabili
tation program. At first he was only able to walk short
distances and with a walker, his memory was poor,
and like many people with a traumatic brain injury, he
had a decreased attention-span and difficulty with
problem-solving. Slowly, with the therapists' help, he
built up his strength and coordination, and his cogni
tive skills improved. His brother helped him get a
treadmill for home and Shaw jogs several miles each
night while watching TV. To help him get ready to
return to his bartending job, Jane Rosadini, O.R.T. ,
his occupational therapist, set up a bar with bottles ol
colored water. "Patrick's job responsibilities were
simulated in a 'work hardening' program. A barwas
set up where Patrick performed the responsibilities ol
mixing drinks, making change, carrying ice, and
waiting on numerous people while remembering
drink orders," says Rosadini. His memory of how to
make the drinks was good, except when it came to
making the more exotic drinks like a French Martini.
Shaw went back to work part-time in December,
1987 and gradually increased his hours to full-time.
Several of his nurses visit him from time to time and
have commented on how well he is progressing. "He
has come a long way," says Dr. Piepmeier. As with
other patients who have received a traumatic brain
injury, Dr. Piepmeier says, "... it has affected his
life, but Patrick Shaw is one of the lucky ones."
It could have happened to anyone. But it didn't . . .
it happened to Pat Shaw.


-Z. F IT WERE A MOVIE, THIS VERY MOMENTWAS THE
CLIMAX. Patricia and Sal Caimano had just experi
enced the birth of a six-pound, 10-ounce son named
Christopher. The pediatricians, present during the
Caesarean delivery, had left the room, but just when
the camera was about to go into its happy-ever-after
ladeout, Yale-New Haven Hospital obstetrical nurse
Sue Simler, R.N., said, "Wait a minute. Something's
not right."
Simler remembers, "Even though he appeared to
be line, and had received an APGAR score ol 9/9 out
of a possible 10/10 (APGAR is a medical newborn
"report card" which assigns a point value to the
baby's color, heart rate, respiration, muscle tone and
reflex), Christopher had more secretions than he
should have, even for a Caesarean section baby."
The nurse tried to suction the baby with a neo-
gastric tube. "When I couldn't get the tube past a
certain point, I called the pediatricians back."
The diagnosis was esophageal atresia with a
trachea esophageal fistula, a developmental anomaly
which occurs with about one in every 4,000 live
births. Instead of going directly to the stomach, the
baby's esophagus was in two parts— the top part
ended blindly, and the bottom part was connected to
the trachea instead ol the stomach.
"Feeding the baby would have been like drowning
him," says Simler. "It would have set up a chemical
pneumonia, because the formula, instead ol going
into the stomach, would have gone into the lungs,"
she explains.
Christopher had emergency surgery tu correct the
condition when he was three hours old. Robert
Touloukian, M.D., chief of Pediatric Surgery per
formed the two hour operation. "Of the 14 or 15 ba
bies born in Connecticut each year with this problem,
at least half of them have surgery at Yale-New Ha
ven," says Dr. Touloukian. "The operation is delicate
because the walls of the esophagus and trachea,
which we detach and re-connect, are tissue-paper
thin. But with babies like Christopher— who are full-
term, have an early diagnosis and no other malforma
tions— we have over a 95 percent success rate."
The Caimanos moved to Pennsylvania when Chris
topher was two months old. Today he is a healthy,
happy active two-and-a-half year old. Says Mrs.
Caimano, "As far as I'm concerned, Sue Simler is an
angel and a saint. It may sound dramatic, but she
saved Christopher's life. And I have all the confidence
in the world in Dr. Touloukian.
"I've worked in hospitals," says Mrs. Caimano, a
clinical social worker, "so I've seen both sides—
when they are caring and compassionate and when
they aren't. I beam from ear-to-ear when I think ol the
care we got at Yale-New Haven. People don't realize
how lucky they are to live near such a comprehensive
medical facility."
The stories ol David Echols, Francesca DeRosa, Chris
topherCaimano, Ronnie Caruso andPatShaw dramati
callyportray themiracles thataremadepossible today
thanks to tremendous advances in technology and
medical knowledge in the past lew decades. Bach
person has a different story to tell and differentphysi
calproblems, but they have in common apersonal tale
ol everyday people laced with the unexpected— can
cer, a potentially fatal birth delect, a heart attack, a
traumatic car crash — events that caused grief and
hardship and disrupted their lives. They also share a
happy ending. The combination ol resources thatmake
YNHH a preeminent medical center in Southern New
England made possible a successful recovery. Their
success stories highlight the centers of excellence in
pediatrics, obstetrics, medicine and surgery lor which
YNHH is renowned.
While YNHH is a center where complex medical




NewEngland andeven nationwide come lor treatment,
we provide more than care in the clinical sense, as
these stories tell. You can't tell the story ol the institu
tion without telling the story ofpeople and those who
cared lor them. Long after they are discharged home,
patients will remember the kind words of a social
worker, the extra attention from a nurse, the concern
from their physician or the friendship from a child life
stall member.
While miracles are not always possible, many
wonderful success stories can be told each year about
grateful patients and their families. The people we
highlight in this year's annual report are just a lew of
the more than 35,000 people hospitalized here each
yearwho could have been selected to share their story
about how YNHHmade a difference in their lives.
"We never stop caringfor you"
. C Thomas Smith,
1987 WAS A CHALLENGING YKAR KOK YALE-NEW HAVEN HOSPITAL
as the medical center confronted issues of critical importance both to
its future and to the future of health care nationally. One of the most
pressing concerns was the shortage of nurses and other health tare
professionals. This shortage affected nearly every hospital across the
country and Yale-New Haven was no exception.
1987 was also a year ofmajor accomplishments as the Hospital
initiated several new patient care programs that augmented our
comprehensive medical services, undertook a major renovation of
the obstetrical units to enhance the comfort, convenience and attrac
tiveness of the rooms for mother and baby,
leadership with new appointments in nurs
and transplantation.
Operational and strategic planning 11
medical leadership led to a broad evaluatio
identified priority clinical programs that v







of facilities needs and
II strengthen the Hnspi
lie. A cleat, complete-
business plan has become an important tool to focus attention on
priority programs and to delineate specific activities in our various
roles as a provider of health-related services, including services as a
regional referral center for Southern New England, a major teach
ing and research institution and a community hospital for Greater
New Haven,
In recent years YNHH has maintained a strong financial posi
tion, but problematic state legislation, onerous regulation by the
Commission on Hospitals and Health Care, lower reimbursement
from Medicaid and Medicare and preferential pricing for health
maintenance organizations create a troubling picture of the Hospi
tal's financial future. Although we were able to post a S 1.7 million
operating gain for 1987, the margin of income over expense de
creased to 0.849? , a level insufficient to meet our capital require
ments for payment of long-term debt, funding of new technology
and replacement of capital equipment. A commitment to support
those in need is one of our institutional missions, but increased
financial constraints make it necessary to evaluate our capabilities
and priorities, especially in the face of S I 1 million per year of tree
care for the uninsured and indigent. A declining margin also will
make it impossible to sustain programs which cannot support them
selves with charges, despite the unique contriburion rhey make to
the community.
This past year YNHH confronted the extraordinary costs asso
ciated with the care of patients with AIDS (Acquired Immune Defi
ciency Syndrome). In addition, it recognized the importance of
developing policies governing the care provided to AIDS patients by
both employees and the medical staff. YNHH became one of the
first hospitals in the nation to adopt a policy that ensures care to all
patients with this devastating illness. It also implemented sttingent
standards of care to protect all patients and care-givers.
The critical shortage of professional nurses affected almost all
aspects of Hospital operation. There were many factors contributing
to this nationwide crisis in nursing, including smaller enrollments
in nursing schools, a smaller population of young men and women
ages 18 to 2<i and increased opportunities for women in business and
other professions.
Until long-term resolutions ate achieved, short-term strategies
are necessary to cope with immediate problems for which more
nurses are the only solution. An aggressive nurse recruitment and
retention program was developed involving nursing and human
resource personnel. Additional nurse recruiters were hired to expand
the reach and intensity of our efforts. Recruiters and nursing staff
members visited 60 college campuses, ^o major cities across the
nation and five foreign countries.
Our persistence paid off. By fall, there was a 50 percent reduc
tion in the Turnover rate for nursing positions, and at year-end the
eight percent of nursing vacancies at Yale-New Haven Hospial was
considerably lower than the 14 percent national average.
An important component of successful recruitment and reten
tion is competitive compensation. Accordingly, an unbudgeted
mid-year wage adjustment became necessary. Nursing salaries were
increased by more than 28 percent during the year and pay scales for
other scarce health care professionals were increased as well. Com
petitive salaries will continue to challenge hospitals, especially in
light of fiscally constrained operating budgets which must be ap
proved by the state regulatory agency.
In mid-year, Rachel Rotkovitch, R.N., a national leader in
nursing, retired after more than eight years as YNHH Vice Presi
dent for Nursing. After a national search, M. Patricia Gibbons,
R.N., previously administrative director of Nursing at Beth Israel
Hospital in Boston, was named her successor. With Gibbons' lead
ership, an extensive evaluation was launched of the demand placed
on professionally-prepared nurses in order to identify non-nursing
responsibilities that could be assigned to support personnel. The
goal of this effort is to allow professional nurses to spend their time
at the bedside performing clinical services, with assisting tasks per
formed by others
During 19S7, Edwin Cadman, M.D., a nationally known
oncologist, was welcomed back to Yale from the University of Cali
fornia, San Francisco, and appointed chief of Medicine at YNHH
Dr. Joseph Warshaw, well-known in the Yale community fot his
expertise in neonatal care, also returned to New Haven from the
University of Texas Health Science Center at Dallas to become chief
of the YNHH department of Pediatrics.
Marc Lorber, M.D., assistant professor of Surgery, and director
of the Medical Center's Transplant Program, revitalized a program
that had performed the state's first liver and heart transplant proce-
Competitive (nursing)
salaries will continue to
challenge hospitals,
especially in light of fiscally
constrained operating
budgets which must be
approved by the state
regulatory agency.
dures in 198^ and 1984, respectively. Dr. Lorber came to YNHH in
[986 from the University of Texas Medical School in Houston and
the Hermann Hospital, a noted transplantation center.
Joel M. Rappeport, M.D., was recruited from Boston where he
was clinical director of the combined Brigham & Women's Hospital
— Children's Medical Center Bone Marrow Transplant Program and
on the Harvard faculty. When rate approval is received from the
state regulatory agency, YNHH will develop a four-bed unit for
bone marrow transplantation in children and adults. The addition of
a bone marrow transplant program will enhance the Hospital's role
as a transplant center, adding to the list of organs currently trans
planted, including heart, liver, cornea, skin, kidneys and bone
There were other medical program initiatives. YNHH and the
University ofConnecticut's John Dempsey Hospital joined forces to
develop a combined lithotripsy program for the noninvasive treat
ment of kidney stones. A portable extracorporeal shock-wave Iitho-
tripsy unit will travel between the two medical centers weekly
providing patients Connecticut's only source for this sophisti
cated technology.
Our Dermatology chief, Richard Edelson, M.D., expanded the
photophoresis program, a new treatment for patients with a debili
tating form of cancer that attacks the body's T cells. YNHH is one
of only three centers nationwide offering patients this treatment.
A new surgical technique for controlling severe epileptic sei
zures was pioneered by Dennis Spencer, M.D., chief of Neurosur
gery, and his team of surgeons, neurologists and others. Patients
undergo a series of tests, graduating from one phase of the program
to another, before being carefully selected as candidates for the Epi
lepsy Surgery Program. Those who qualify have had dramatic results
and relief from daily seizures.
YNHH is recognized nationally for excellence in both adult
and pediatric cardiology. This past year, Gary Kopf, M.D., director
of Pediatric Cardiac Surgery, advanced the technique of using homo-
grafts — parts of the heart, including great arteries and vessels ob
tained through organ donation — to repair congenital defects.
William Hellenbrand, M.D., director of the Pediatric Catheteriza
tion Laboratory, pioneered the use of therapeutic or interventional
cathetetization for repair of congenital heart defects. Dramatic
f. <|[> III'.- I ■ ■ M I- III' '.-I
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The cardiac defibrillator implant program was expanded and
offered to patients with cardiac disease whose heart's electrical sys
tem has the potential to malfunction. The irregular heart beat and
rhythm that results from such a malfunction could prove fatal; the
pacemaker can detect this abnormality and send an electrical shock
to the heart to restore normal function.
In response to the proliferation of alternative delivery systems,
YNHH entered the HMO arena by forming the YNHH Physicians
Corporation with the Yale University School ofMedicine and medi
cal staffmembers who joined the IPA (independent physician associ
ation). This joint venture makes it possible for the collective
interests to review proposals from various alternative delivery sys
tems such as HMOs and insurers.
Effective measurement of the quality of care is an increasingly
important issue for both consumers and providers of health care.
YNHH prides itself on its national reputation for excellence and on
the quality of health care it provides. In order to better understand
and measure patients' satisfaction with Hospital services and the
quality of care as they perceive it, a revised, more comprehensive-
patient survey was developed. The survey is being mailed to a
random sampling of 25 percent of selected discharged patients.
Responses are tabulated and reviewed, and suggestions for improve-
ments are evaluated. To complement this focus on measuring the
consumer's views on quality of care, the Hospital's successful
patient/customer relations program was viewed by more than 2,000
employees and has been incorporated into each new employee's ori
entation. In addition, the program is being tailored for both the
medical staff and resident house staff.
Despite a difficult economic climate in health care and market
place demands that made significant salary adjustments essential for
nursing and selected health care professionals, YNHH ended 1987
in a strong position.
Utilizing the Hospital's Business Plan, Hospital management
and medical staff leadership worked together to enhance the medical
center's position as a preeminent provider of tertiary care services in
Southern New England. The Hospital entered 1988 confident of its
' Capital continued ability to provide a high level of compassionate care to
those individuals who look to YNHH and its medical and nursing
staffs for superior diagnostic and therapeutic services.
Comparative Statistics & The Hospital's family

Year Ended September 30 ($000 Omitted) 1987 1986
Assets
Current Assets
Cash S 857 $ 828
Accounts Receivable (Net) 31,861 30,892
Marketable Securities 53.429 47.'87
All Othet Current Assets 6,627 5,696
Total Current Assets 92.774 84,603
Othet Assets 16,762 15,642
Property, Plant and Equipment 1617556 158,263
Less Accumulated Depreciation 72.352 65,977
Net Property, Plant & Equipment 89,204 92,286
Construction in Progress 3>837 1,560
Escrow Funds for Construction 2>9^3 3.3^0
Board Designated Funds for Plant
Improvement and Expansion i4-32i 10,761
Total Property, Plant & Equipment 110,345 107,987
Total Assets $219,881 $208,232




Due to Third Parties
Due to Restricted Funds






Total Current Liabilities 59, 1 1 1 46,740









Total Liabilities and Fund Balance $219,881 $208,232
Comparative Statistics / Seventeen
^22 nent ofOperating Retienues and Expenses
Year Ended September 30 ($000 Omirted) 1987 1986
Revenue From Services to Patients
Room, Board and Nursing $105,955 $101,666
Special Services-Inpatients 116,902 108,817
Outpatients 30,9*4 26,610
Emergency Room Patients 9,868 9,296
Total 263,639 246,389
Deductions
Federal and State Government Discounts
Other Insurance Companies Discounts
Free Care and Uncompensated Services
Total 59,664 53,396
Net Revenue from Services to Patients 203,975 192,993
Operating Expenses
Salaries

















Balance for Equipment Replacement and
New Technology S (2,206) $ 2,431
/ Comparative Statistics
Comparative statistics
Philanthropic and Other Support
Year Ended September 30 ($000 Omitted) .987 1986
Charitable Contributions
Medical Equipment Fund
Construction and Renovation Fund
Fund For Care of the Indigent
Other Gifts





Income and Appreciation on Invested
Funds 6,614 6,225




Patient Days ofCare Provided
Average Length of Stay
Avetage Daily Patient Census
Births
Volunteer Hours Donated










CAT Scan 14,600 13.327
Nuclear Medicine 11,329 10,402
Electrocardiology Exams 46,042 44,189
Radiation Therapy Treatments 40,264 44,665
Physical Therapy Treatments 38,815 43.278
Respiratory Therapy Treatments 252.477 247.042




Primary Care Center 29.573 30.837










Dana Psychiatric 2,848 3.256
Total Outpatient Clinic Visits 177.565 181,723
Emergency Services 73.398 71,796
Personnel Health 11,601 14,903




















Total Pediatrics 4,062 3,882
Total Newborn 5,586 5,842
Total Inpatient 35.149 36,066
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Kent Zergiebel (Acting Director)
Centerfor Health Promotion
Carol Luddy




















































































Robert J. Touloukian, M.D.
President-elect
Vincent A. Lynch, M.D.
Secretary





Robert J. Touloukian, M.D.
Vice Chairman
Vincent A. Lynch, M.D.
OTHER MEMBERS
PaulG. Barash, M.D.
Benjamin S. Bunney, M.D. (Acting)
Edwin C. Cadman, M.D.
Donald J. Cohen, M.D,
William F. Collins, Jr. , M.D.
Charles A. DiSabatino, Jr., M.D.
Richard L. Edelson, M.D.
JohnE. Fenn, M.D.
JamesJ. Fischer, M.D.
Gary E. Friedlaender, M.D.
Brett Gerstenhaber, M.D.
M Patricia Gibbons, R.N,
Leonard Grauer, M.D.
Robert K. Houlihan, M.D.
Peter I. Jatlow, M.D.
Donald W. Kohn, D.D.S.
Robert G. LaCamera, M.D.
J. Kevin Lynch, M.D.
Vincent T. Marchesi, M.D,
Mary Jane Minkin, M.D.
Paul E. Molumphy, M.D.
Frederick Naitolin, M.D.
SherwinB.Nuland, M.D.
Frederick L. Sachs, M.D,
Marvin L. Sears, M.D.
Stephen A. Stein, M.D.
FrankJ. Troncale, M.D.
Joseph B. Warshaw, M.D.
LawrenceJ. Wartel, M.D.
Stephen G. Waxman, M.D.
Robert I. White, Jr., M.D.
Steven Wolfson, M.D.
Joseph A. Zaccagnino
Joseph H. Zelson, M.D.













Frederick L. Sachs, M.D,
Barry L. Zaret, M.D,
Disaster




Equipment and Product Standards
Norman G. Roth
Hospital Radiation Safety
Eugene A. Cornelius, M.D.
Infection
Walter J. Hierholzer, M.D.
Medical Records & Clinical Information




Robert K. Houlihan, M.D,
Robert I. Schrier, M.D.
PerinatalMortality andMorbidity Review




William B. Crede, M.D,
Rehabilitation
Hubert B. Bradburn, M.D.





























































































Donald J. Cohen, M.D.
ASSISTANT CHIEF



































































Donald W. Kohn, D.D.S.
ASSISTANT CHIEF
Harold L. Horton, D.M.D.
ATTENDING








































































































































Robert I. White, Jr., M.D.
JamesJ. Abrahams












































































































Edwin C. Cadman, M.D.
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Frederick L. Sachs, M.D.
ASSISTANT ASSOCIATE CHIEF


































Edwin C. Cadman, M.D. Frederic* L. Sachs. M.O.
Chief. Internal Medicine Associate Chief, Internal
Medicine
Si.
Leonard R Farter M.D.
Assistant Associate




























































John N. Forrest, Jr.
Alex H. Frank
J. David Gaines

































































Jacob S. O. Loke





















































































































































































William F. Van Eck
VISITING






Timothy F. Brewer, III


















































































































The Hospital's Family Twenty-seven
Benjamin H. Hoffman Uma Sundaram ■
Joseph Henry Hoffman Lynn T. Tanoue ■^■a.
Karen A. Hutchinson-Williams David H. Trock alarm
Sharon K. Inouye Kevin J. Twohig |w|
Robert M. Jacobson John N. Vecchio ■uxz
Lawrence A. Katz Steven A. Weinman I 'of
David Kayden Tracey Weisberg WW
Walter Kernan Steven Weiss f T
Daniel M. Kolansky A. Clinton White f /
Lawrence I. Laifer DebraJ. Williams Peter 1 Jatlow, M.D.
John M. Lasala Stephanie Wolf-Rosenblurn Chief, Laboratory
Paul J. LaVeau RockfordG. Yapp, III Medicine
Mark Litchman
William S. Long LaboratoryMedicine
Rita Jean Louard CHIEF
Thomas C. Mahl Peterl.Jatlow, M.D. -rnB'
Chrisropher R. Marino ASSISTANT CHIEF i \ 2h>t1
Kevin McConnell Joseph R. Bove, M.D. jiSeJI
James G. McNamara ATTENDING aaV TH
Patrick Hugh McNulty Joseph R. Bove Ek IIPatricia S. Mikes Peter I. Jatlow IbbV h
James S. Morgan, Jr, Peter McPhedran ■teaman!
Marilyn H. Moss PetneM. Rainey Joseph R. Bove, M.D
Ebrahim Mostoufi-Moab Richard Rodion Rathbone Assistant Chief,
Laboratory Medicine
Ousama E. Moussa Edward L. Snyder
Linda T. Nici Stephen C. Wardlaw
Patrick O'Connor Marcus J. Zervos
Thomas H. Openshaw ASSOCIATE
John J. Orloff Alexander Baumgarten
Kathleen A. Pajer Richard K. Donabedian
Jan Evans Patterson Robert Aaron Levine ,_ . .
Thomas F. Patterson Sally L. Marchesi «m\
Robert L. Pinsky HONORARY af^*\
Hassan B. Rad David Seligson f>*SlArthur I. Radin %,±L7
Robert F. Reilly Neurology **V
David A. Roer CHIl;F >f
Thomas J. Romano Stephen G. Waxman, M.D. l\
Richard A. Rosiello ASSISTANT CHIEF m





Stephen G. WHmen, ft
Chlel. Neurology
Mary L. Scully Samuel L. Bridgers, 11 RriaBi
John F. Setaro Thomas N. Byrne, Jr. I^T^I
Mindy S. Shapiro John S. Ebersole If « 11
Stephen L. Sigal Gilbert H. Glaser
Andrea L-MSilber Bruce B. Haak
StuartJ. Simon Moshe Hasbani iVZ—#
Neil D. Smith Lewis L. Levy ^*Sl
Manoocher Soleimani Susan R . Levy
Stefan Somlo Richard H. Mattson
Zachary S. Spigelman James C. McVeety
Peter P. Stein James R. Menkangas JohnC. Moench. M.DMilitant Chlel.
Howard Steiner John C. Moench Neurology
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Willard F. Greenwald, Jr.
Peter Jokl
Norman R. Kaplan











































ituartD. Hynn Associate Chief ,
Michael Kashgarian Pediatrics















Joseph B. Warshaw, M.D.















Harold D. Bornstein, Jr.
Margaret T. Boron
Kenneth A. Bradford
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Judith D. Ferholt
























































I. George Miller, Jr.
Mahmood Mirkhani










































































































































































































































William F. Collins, Jr., M.D.
ASSOCIATE CHIEF
Robert K. Houlihan, M.D
ASSISTANT CHIEF































































































Dennis D. Spencer, M.D.
ASSOCIATE SECTION CHIEF
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
ATTENDING
Thomas J. Arkins



















Donald W. Kohn, D.D.S.
SECTION CHIEF



































Clarence T. Sasaki, M.D.
ATTENDING
Eaton Chen





























































































Leo M. Cooney, Jr., M.D.
Emergency Service
UlrichH. Weil, M.D.







Herbert Y. Reynolds, M.D. (Acting)
Utilization Review
Leo M. Cooney, Jr., M.D.












Total Medical Staff 1.913
Thirty-two I Tha Hospital's Family
The Hospital's Friends

The Board ofTrustees ofYaJe-New
Haven Hospital gratefully acknowl
edges the contributions received
through January 15, 1988, for a variety
ofHospital programs from individuals,
corporations, foundations, civic groups,
and other organizations. Reported with
deep appreciation below are contribu
tions received during 1987 toward
building and renovation, toward medi
cal equipment, and for other special
purposes. Also listed are those who have
been remembered or honored by a gift
to the Hospital. Gifts received after
January 15, 1988, are not included in
these pages, but will be acknowledged
in a subsequent publication. Many gifts
sent directly to Hospital deparrmenrs




Alan L, Schiff, Esq. (Chairma
Mrs. MaryB. Arnstein




Mr. Norwick R. Goodspeed
Frank M. Grazioso, Esq.
Mr. Eugene Humphrey
Mrs. Judith Nagle
Mr. Herbert H. Pearce
Mr. Robert S. Reigeluth
Mr. Humbert V. Sacco.Jr.
Robert N. Schmalz, Esq.
Mrs. Martha Shattuck
Mr. C. Thomas Smith
Mr. Richard M. Weiss
Mrs. Harriet Welch
Mr. G. Harold Welch, Jr.
Mrs. Kathryn Winter
Martha Shattuck
Chairman. Major Gifts Chairman, Major Gifts
lor Geriatrics Project lor Radiation Therapy
HorwickR. Goodspeed
Chairman, Planned Gifts
Donors listed below have contributed
this year to special projects encompass
ing needs such as major renovations,
construction, capital equipment, and
programs. We also wish to thank those
donors who prefer to remain anonymous.
Mr. JosefAdler
Mr. Robert Adler
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adnopoz
Mrs. AbnerA. Alderman
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Alderman
American National Bank
The Armtek Foundation, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Aversa
Bank of Boston Connecticut
The Burton Company
The Walter Camp Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Beekman C. Cannon
Connecticut National Bank
Continental Lumbet Company, Inc.
C. Cowles and Company
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dixon
The Goodwin Family
Eastern Steel & Metal Company
East Haven Builders Supply, Inc.




Ms. Elizabeth K. Harvey
Treadwell L. Jude Trust
Joseph F. Kelly Company, Inc.
Barbara K. Kinder, M.D.
Dr. Stanley R. Lavietes
Mr. Marvin Lender
Mrs. Lillian Lindemann
Mr. and Mrs. F. Patrick McFadden, Jr.
Herbert S. Newman Associates
People's Savings Bank
Perkin-Elmer Corporation
Premier Roofing Company, Inc.
Richardson-Vicks, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Shattuck
Thompson & Peck, Inc.
Warner-Lambert Company
Mr. and Mrs. G. Harold Welch
Mrs. Donald Wing
Yale-New Haven Hospital Auxiliary
The Hospital's Frlandm I Thirty-three
The following donors have
contributed up to $5,000 for
these same purposes.
Mrs. Anni Albers
Amity Charitable Trust Fund
The Giaimo Fund
Drs. Marie Robert and
Warren Andiman
Dr. Kenneth W. Barwick
Dennis P. Bekeny, M.D.
Dr. Morton and Evelyn Bender
Mr. and Mrs. Roland M. Bixler
Mr. Newton H. Borgerson, Jr.
Dr. Steve Bunney
Dr. C. Elton Cahow
James H.Chung, M.D.
Dr. Keun Sam Chung
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Chuong
Dr. and Mrs. David H. Clement
Mr. James F. Cobey.Jr.
Dr. James P. Comer
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Cooper
Dr. Edmund S. Crelin
Mr. William R.Cross, Jr.





S. Evans Downing, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur B. DuBois
Dr. Charles C. Duncan
Ms. Marilyn G. Farquhar
Dr. and Mrs. John V. Federico
Ms. Eleanore I. Fischer
Dr. Stephen V. Flagg
Flagg Foundation, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gage
Dr. Karen M. Gaudio
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Getman
Evan M.Ginsberg, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Gordon
Grand Light & Supply Company
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Graustein
Ms. Sherry Gourson Haber
Dr. John A. Hardin
Mr. and Mrs. Jon T. Hirschoff
Robert K. Houlihan, M.D.
Dr. GaborB. Huszar
Dr. and Mrs. Conrade Carl Jaffe
Dr. Leonard S. Kaplow
Mr. Henry Kasha
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Kashgarian
Dt. E. Leon Kier
Dr. Boonsri K. Kosarussavadi
Siegfried J. Kra, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert G. LaCamera
Ms. Lisa J. Landone
Dr. Robert Lang
Jack and Elaine Lawson
Dr. Steven E. Malawista
The Margolis Family
Charles and Rhona McKhann
Dr. Christopher McLaughlin
Perry L. Miller, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Moench
New Haven Orthopaedic Group, P.C.
Dr. Harry R. Newman
Dr. Jeffrey Y. F. Ngeow
Ms. Carol Ott
Dr. William V. Palluotto
Dr. Howard A. Pearson
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Perlroth
Mrs. John F. Pidcock
Mr. and Mrs. Jules D. Prown
Dr. Kyle D. Pruett
Mr. Donald M. Quinlan
Herbert Y. Reynolds, M.D.
Dr. James A. Riley
Dr. and Mrs. Leon E. Rosenberg
Dr. Arthur T. Rosenfield
Dr. Nancy Rosenfield
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel S. Rowe
Mr Mnn.il Sanyal
Dr. Edward H Scherr
Michael Schiavone & Sons, Inc.
Dr. Robert T. Schoen
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Schulten
Dt. Mark L. Schwartz
Mr, Cornell Scott
Dr. Richard A, Selzer
Dr. Michael H. Sheard
Dr. Norman J. Siegel
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel H. Sise
Dr. Sara S. Sparrow
Dr. and Mrs. Horace C. Stansel.Jr.
Dr. Allen C.Steete.Jt.
Dr. Henry A. Swett
Norman S. Talner, M.D.
Mrs. Henry L. Thalheimer
Dr. M.David Tilson, III
Mr. and Mrs. David M. Trout, Jr.
Freas Foundation
Mrs. Abraham S. Ullman
GertrudeJ. Vermande, M.D.
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We are mosr grateful to the donors
listed below whose gifts to the 1987
Annual Appeal helped to purchase
specialized equipment for a bone mar
row transplantation program, an
giography, pediatrics and other areas
throughout the Hospital. We also wish
to thank the 158 donors who prefer to
remain anonymous
Gift Categories:
Benefactor $2,000 and over
Patron $1,000 to $1 ,999
Sponsor $500 to $999
Donor $15010 $499
Member $5010 $149
Friend a gift up to $49
Benefactor
$2,000 and over
Bernard &. Audrey Aronson Charitable
Trust Fund
Atalanta/Sosnoff
Mr. Spencer M. Berger
The Bilco Company
Mrs. Ethel Clauss-Larese and
Mr. Julio Larese
F. J. Dahill Company, Inc.
EIS Foundation, Inc.
John I and Harriet Jackson Ely
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Fenn
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Max Baer Heart Fund
The Goodwin Family
Eastern Steel & Metal Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. William C, Graustein
Estate ofMarjorie B Harvey
Saber W. Hashim, M.D.
Daniel P. Hays
Ruth F. Hays Trust
Mr. and Mrs. Armin B. Hemberger
Hubbelllnc.
Invesco Capital Management




John Day Jackson Fund
John H. Jackson Fund
C. Kellogg Fund
Rike Fund
Wm. R. Shaffer Fund
Edna May & Richard M . Thalheimer
Fund
New Haven Savings Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert H. Pearcc
Kris and Bill Pinchbeck
Sargent & Company
Security Capital Equities Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Shattuck
Martha and Tom Smith
Teamsters Union Local 443 Health
Union Trust Company
G. M Van Cleave Family
Mr. George Weintraub
Wiggin & Dana
Yale-New Haven Hospital Auxiliary
Patron
$1,000 to $1,999
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Arnstein
Mr. James A. Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Boris I. Bittket
Richard B. Burford and
Debby C. Evans
Mr. and Mrs. Roger L. Campbell
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wick Chambers, Jr,
Mr. Henry Chauncey, Jr.
Mr. RonaldJ. Clayton
Mr. Vincent Conti
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Costello
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner McK. Crosby, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Dodds
Mr. E, J. Dowling
Sidney & Arthur Eder Foundation, Inc.
Ernst & Whinney
P. Francini & Company
Mrs. Lillian Gandelman
Mrs. Mary Ix Gaynor
M. Patricia Gibbons, R N
Dr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Grauer
Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Greenspan
The Humphrey Chemical Company
Mr. Guillermo Lachner
The Lender Family
Lender's Bagel Bakery, Inc
The John Lichrman Family
John Loeffler and Charlotte Bell
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Loke
Dr. Phillip P. Luchini
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Lyons
R.H. Macy & Company, Inc
Marlin Firearms Company
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Monteith, Jr
Arnold and Roberta Peck
People's Bank
Mr. Bart Price
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Ruickoldt
and Family
Alan L. and Iris F. Scruff
Mrs. Robert D. Scott
Richard K Shaw, M.D.
Howard W. Smith, M.D.
Dr. Harold Stern and
Dr. Sandra Boltax-Stern
Mr. R.C. Taylor, Jr.
Allan L. Toole, M.D.
United States Tobacco Company
Barry, Hyla & liana Vine
Mrs. Marshall H. Williams
Eiji Yanagisawa, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Zaccagnino
Sponsor
$500 to $999




Dt. Paul G. Barash
Mr. and Mrs Roland M. Bixler
Mr. and Mrs. Miles G. Blakeslee, Jr.
Ms. Alice M. Bongiovanni





Drs. Dana Brock and Richard Mangi
JohnM. Brogden, M.D.
Mrs. OuidaN. Bundschuh
Dr. Thomas N. Byrne, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Cavanaugh
Zeno N. Chicarilli, M.D., D M.D.
Dr. Ricki-Lahn Chopyk and
Dr. James Biondi
Mr. and Mrs, Sydney P. Clark, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs T. Brian Condon
Mr. and Mrs, Douglas Crowley
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Curran
Mr. Stephen A. Dana
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Mrs. Elinor Bliss Dayton
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dixon
R. R. Donnelley & Sons
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds duPont
Tobey and William Espowood
Mrs. Myrlon A. Farnham
Ms. Dana M Faulkner
First Federal Bank of CT
The promising results ofphotopheresis, a new treatment for cutaneous T cell lymphoma, a
deadly blood cancer, were announced at a press conference.
Drs. JamesJ. Fischer and
AnneMcB. Curtis
Everett Fisher and Catherine M.
Fisher Trust
Mr. Alfred Gildersleeve
Dr. and Mrs. William W. L. Glenn
Dr. and Mrs. DavidJ. Goodkind
Mr. and Mrs. Norwick R. Goodspeed
Mr. and Mrs, Frank M. Grazioso
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Halsey, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Halsey
Mr. and Mrs. William Hamilton
Dr. and Mrs. Graeme L. Hammond
Ms. Patricia Hannon
Mr. Caryl P. Haskins
Mr. and Mrs. C. Hollingsworth
Mr. Thomas Hooker
Insurance Management, Inc.
H. B. Ives, a Harrow Company
Mr. Janjacobi
Mr. and Mrs Carl Keil
Mr. Frank Kenna
Kiwanis Club ofNew Haven
Dr. and Mrs. Donald W. Kohn
Ruth G. and Harvey L. Koizim
Robert C. Lange, Ph.D.
Dr. Michael A. Luchini
Vincent A. Lynch, M.D.
The Honorable Herbert S. MacDonald
Lester and Bernice Margolis
Mr. and Mrs. F. Patrick McFadden, Jr.
Julia M. McNamara
Mr. Allen S. Meier
Mr. and Mrs. Louis T. Merriam, Jr,
G. Robert and Barbara Millar
Mr. Harold L. Mindell
Mr Paul S. Minore
Louis and Dora T. Mohill Foundation
Dr. and Mrs. Michael Murphy
New Haven Terminal, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Irving M. Polayes
Alice and Allan Poole
Mr. James E. Rawlings
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Reigeluth
Mr. Leonard A. Reilly
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Robinson
Dr. and Mrs. Leon E Rosenberg
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rossi
Mr. Norman G. Roth
Mrs. Rachel Rotkovitch
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Sachs
Morns & Ester Sadock Foundation, Inc.
Clarence T. Sasaki, M.D
The Schaffer Family
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N Schmalz
Dr. Carol T. Schreiber
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Sheldon
David E. Silverstone, M.D.
Mr. John F. Solan, Jr.
Spectrum Associates
Dr. and Mrs. Horace C. Stansel, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs Russell B. Stoddard
The Srrouse, Adler Company
Mr. Joseph Sullivan
Dr. and Mrs. Clyde A. Swift
Mr, and Mrs. R. C. Taylor, III
Mrs. Reuben Thalberg
Mr. Joseph M. Tobin, Jr
Tobin & Levine
Mrs. Chrystal H. Todd
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred W. Van Sinderen
JosefK. Wang, M.D.




Mr. Milron R. Wessel
Wessel Foundation
Ruth Whittemore, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Worms
Donor
$150 to $499




Donald B. Alderman, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Myles H. Alderman
Herman Alpert & Company, Inc.
Mr. Henry P. Altobello
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas T. Amatruda, Jr.
American Refractories & Crucible
Dr. and Mrs. Vincent A. T. Andr.ole
Stephan Ariyan, M.D
Arlo Office Products, Inc.
Marvin S. Arons, M.D.
Dr. Peter S.Aronson
Dr. Elisha Atkins
Mary and David Atkinson
Ms. Therese Baird
Mr. and Mrs. Barry R. Banducci
Bank of New Haven
Judge and Mrs. Jerrold H. Barnett
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Barrels
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold M. Baskin
David Beck, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Bell
Mr. Richard G. Bell
NorbertoA. Belleza, M.D.
Dr. Morton and Evelyn Bender
Mr. John Benevento
Mr. and Mrs. AlanC. Bennett
Roberta F. and EdwardJ. Benz.Jr.
Robert F. Berke-Schlessel, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Michael R. Berman
Drs. Frank and Peggy Bia
Sydney and Carol Blackwood,
R.N. .M.S.
Mrs. Mary F. Blakeslee
Blumberg, Whitten & Sherry, Inc.
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel N. Bobrow
Mr. Henry Bohn
Ms. CarolJ. Bohnert
Dr. and Mrs. Harold D, Bornstein, Jr.
Mr. Stanley N. Botwinik
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Bove
Dr. and Mrs. James L. Boyer
Mrs. M. B. Bozyan
Ms. Ruth Breslin
Paul S. and Brenda L. Brewster
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Brightwell
Dr. and Mrs. Malcolm Brochin
Murray N. Brodoff, M.D
Mr. and Mrs. Arvin Brown
Dr. Robert Brubaker
Dr. and Mrs Donald P. Buebendorf
Mrs. Judith Burkholder
John and Jean Burkus
Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Burnham
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bussmann
Mr. and Mrs. G. Edward Byers, Jr,
Ms. Eileen Cain
Ms. Karen L. Camp
Ms. Irene M. Campbell
Christopher R. Canny, M.D.
Mt. and Mrs. Charles E. Carples
CarlM.Cassin, M.D.
Ms. Esther M. Castellano
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Castle
Dr. and Mrs. John P. Chandler
Chapel Medical Group, P.C.
Marvin L. Cousins, M.D.
RichardJ. Barse, M.D.
Stephen A. Atlas, M.D.
Mrs. Charlotte G. Chase
Dr. and Mrs. Jack J. Chuong




Mr. and Mrs. Clifford I. Cohen
Dr. and Mrs. Jack W. Cole
Columbia Mattress & Upholstering
Company
Construction & General Laborers'
Local Union 455
Leo and Kathleen Cooney
Mrs. Carol A. Costello
Jeffrey M. Couch, M.D.
Mr. Ronald Cozzo
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Craig
William B.Crede, M.D.




Mr. and Mrs. Donato J. DeAngelis
Dr. Alan H. DeCherney
Mr. and Mrs. William Delcos
Mr. and Mrs. John N. Deming
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Demusis
Mr. and Mrs. Milton P. DeVane
Ms. Marie Devlin
Ms. Carolyn J. Dicker
Mr. J. Richardson Dilworth
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Dineen
Dr. Charles DiSabatino, Jr.
Mr. Eugene A. Diserio
Reverend and Mrs. Edward
Dobihal.Jr.
Ms. MarciaJ. Dobrowski
Richard K. Donabedian, M.D.
Ms. Marilyn Donlan
James Dowaliby, M.D. and
JoAnne Thompson
Lewis C. Downing, M.D.
S. Evans Downing, M.D,
Andrew C. Drakonakis, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur B. DuBois
Herbert D. Dubow, M.D.
Ms. Barbara M. Dunham
Mrs. Hugh L. Dwyer
Eastern Elevator Company, Inc.
Dr. Richard and Ruth Edelson
Mr. and Mrs. J. Michael Eisner
Dorothea and Lloyd Elston
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Mr. and Mrs. John F. Embersits
Mr. Benjamin F. English
Mr. John E. English
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Estabrook
Mr. Paul J. Fappiano
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farrel, III
Mr. Gerald G. Fellows
Ms. Leonda B. Fermo
Miss Ruth M. Ferry
Dr. and Mrs. Jon M. Fessel
Dr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Fezza
Mr. and Mrs. James A Fickes
William W. Field, M.D.
Ms. Margarita Figueroa
Dr. and Mrs. Frednc O. Finkelstein
William Finkelstein, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. David S. Fischer
Rosemarie L. Fisher, M.D.
Mr.JohnJ. Fodorjr.
Mrs. Bernadette Forget
Dr. Bernard G. Forget
Miss Nancy M. Fredericksen
Linda and Gary Friedlaender
Mrs. Cyrus R. Friedman
Ms. Sonya Fnnk
J. Roswell Gallagher, M.D.
Mr. Norman Gans
Drs. Shukrulla and Fereshteh Ghofrany
The Honorable and
Mrs. Robert N Giaimo
Mr. and Mrs. N. Charlton Gilbert
Mr. Matthew A. Gill
Mrs. Alice L. Golden
Golden-O'Neil-Gebhardt, Inc.
Mr. Francis L. Goncalo
Isaac Goodrich, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Jarrard Goodwin, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Marrin E. Gordon
Dr. and Mrs. Robert S. Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Green
Mrs. Velma Grodd
Mr. Samuel Gutman, Jr.
Miss Pauline M. Hald
Emilie and Carl Hansen
Thomas W. Hansen, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Hanson
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hart
Peter W. Heald, M.D.
William E. HeUenbrand, M.D.
George R. Heninger, M.D.
Alcibiades G. Heris Trust
Herlin Press, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Hertel
Mr. Andrew Horbal
Mr. and Mrs. William Horowitz
Harold L. Horton, D.M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Everton Hosley, Jr.
Ms. Winifred Barbara Huber
John Hughes, M.D. and
The Honorable Patricia Dillon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hummel
Eugene and Marylyn Humphrey
GordonJ. Hutchinson, M.D
Mr. and Mrs. Isadore Hyman
Dr. and Mrs. Eric A. Hyson
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony M. Iacovella
IBM Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Irving, Jr
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Earle E. Jacobs, Jr.
Stuart A. Jacobson, M.D.
ConradeCarlJaffe, M.D
Ms. Margaret James
Dr. and Mrs Peter I. Jatlow
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Johnsen
Mr. Sigurd D. Johnson
Miss Helen W. Jones
Mr. Alfred Judge
Rhea and Dr. Harvey W. Kaetz
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kamlani
EmilD. Karlovsky, M.D.
Mr. William R. Kautz
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Kebabian
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Kellner
Joseph F. Kelly Company, Inc.
Mr. Gilbert Kenna
Mr. Francis N. Kenney
Mr. and Mrs. Chester B. Kerr
E. Leon Kier, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Kimberly
Barbara K. Kinder, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Kingsley
Robert Kinstlmger, M.D.
LukeM. Kitahata, M.D.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles S. Kleinman
Alan and Joan Kliger
Mrs. Alfred Knopf, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Knott
Ms. Christine Kontnick
Charles J. Kopriva, M.D
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Santa got a laptul ol Primary Care Centerpatients when he visited this year.
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Tha Hospital's Friends / Forty-three
The Geriatric Assessment Center team works with families to help them adjust to lifestyle
changes brought about by hospitalization of an elderly person.
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The annual Chapel Square Mall Health Fair brings theHospital directly into the community.
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Mrs. Henry T. Moorhead
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Moran
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Morehouse, Jr.
Mr. NinoMoret
Mr. Edmund S. Morgan
Ms. Judith Morris
Mr. Richard K. Morris
Mrs. Debra Morrow







Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mudoch
Mrs. Frederick P. Murphy, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. William R Murrett
Mr. GeorgeJ. Muzzi
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy S. Nabstedt
Robert A. Nagel and Anne R. Nagel
Ms. Marlene Nankin
Ms. Mary Nappi
Mr. Nicholas J. Nardi
Mr. Robert Nastri
Mrs. Daniel A. Navasks
Mrs. Valentina P. Neal
Mr. William Neale




Mr. John J. Nesdale
Mr. Harry J. Ness
Mrs. PatnciaJ. Nestei
Ms. Evelyn S. Newberg
Newmont Mining Corporation
Mr. Gorham I. Newton
Mr. Harry H. Nicholls
Mr. Geoffrey A. Nichols
Ms. Nancy A. Nickless
Mr. Chester Niles
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Niziolek
Mrs. Bertha Nobleman
Mr. Abraham Nodelman






Mr. E. R. Norton
Ms. Donna Notti











Mr. and Mrs. William F. O'Keefe, Jr
Ms. Barbara Oberle
Mr. John M. Oblak
Mr. H. Charles Ockert
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B Oehler
Dr. Samuel Okpaku
Mr. Andrew J. Olino
Ms. Jane V.Olson
Karl and Mary Lou Olson











Mr. and Mrs. Paul Overchuk
Mr. Clifford T. Pacenta
Ms. Melissa Paddock
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Paiva
Ms. Rose Paladino
Mr. David Paley
Mrs. Jane A. Palisca
Mr. Joe Palitos









Mr. and Mrs. C. Michael Paolella
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Pappas
■ Ms. Betsy Pate
Mts. Judith Pareti
Deborah and Mark Pansi
Mrs. Anna Maria Park
Ms. Rosemary Parker
Ms. Shirley E. Parkhill
Ms. MarjorieH. Parks
Richard and Linda Parlato
Mr. Anthony Pascale
Mrs. HelenS. Pasqualoni
Mr. Theodore E. Paul
Ms. Florence Pearson
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Peirson
Mr. Julius Mesh
Mr. William Pellecia
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Peloso, Jr.
Ms. Elizabeth A, Pembcr
Mr. Joseph Penna
Mr. Albert M. Penta
Ms. Christine Penta
Ms. Elizabeth Jane Pepe




Mr. John L. Perrone
Mr. Robert Perschel
Mrs. Mary Persico
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Pert
Michael and Linda Peters
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Petersen
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Peterson
Mr. Jeffrey V. Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson
Mrs. Karen E. Perhybridge
Margery and LeifE. Petterson
Ms. Elsie M. Phelan
Ms. Jeannette Phillips
Connie and Michael Piccione
Ms. Donnarae A. Piche
Mrs. Elise Pickering
Mr. James R. Picone
Mr. Walter Piechota
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Pierce
Ms. Patricia Pietrosimone










Mrs. Anita M. Pol
Ms. Ida I. Poletto
Ms. Cynthia Pollack
Mrs. Lucille Polmann
Mr. Fernando S. Polvani
Ms. Cynthia Popoti





Miss F. Judith Postemsky
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Potash
Mr. Clifford F. Potocky
Mr. Harry R. Potter
Mr. Harold E. Potts
/ The Ho tprtaf '■ Friends
f
Mr John F. Poutot
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Prask
Mr. Robert M. Pratt
Mr. Walter J. Pratt
Ms. Linda M. Preble
Mr. Dominic F. Proco
Ms. Helen Proto
Mrs. Mary Proverb
Mr. Gary E. Prushko
. Anna F. Prussick
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Rasimas
Mr, and Mrs. Sidney R. Rebhun
Mr. Robert E. Redican
Mr, and Mrs. EdwardJ. Regan, III
Mr. and Mrs. George Reidy
Ms MaryH. Reilly
Ms. Cynthia Reising
Mr. and Mrs Ronald B. Remer
Charles and Marci Resler
Ms. Trudy Resnik
thing an intricate brain-mapping technique, YNHH expanded its epilepsy surgery program.
Ms. Margaret M. Pryor
Mrs. A. Puna
Mrs. Stephen Puleo
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Purdy
Ms. Catherine Quartiano
Mrs. Lillian Quevedo
Mrs. Lee-Ella S. Quintin
Mr. Armando G. Quiricone




Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ramadon
Christopher C. Randolph, M.D.
David F. Ransohoff, M.D.
Mr. Sherman F Raphael
Mr. Robert W. Rapp
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Rashba
Mr. and Mrs. Peter L. Ressler
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony V. Riccio
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Riccio, Jr
Mr. Saul Rich
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Richitelli
Ms. Lois Mitchem Richter
Donald R. Rinaldo
Mr. Charles J. Riordan
Ms. Karen Ritchie
Mrs. Beatrice A. Rivers
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rizza
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Robear
Mr, James Roberts
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey C. Robertson
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Robertson
Mr. Harvey S. Robichau
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Robicheau
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson
Mr. William Robinson
Mr. Byron Robyn
Anthony R. Rocco, M.D.
Mr. Noel Roche
Mr. Milton Rockmore
Mrs. Joan M. Rodofsky






Ms. Mary Lou Rosner
Mrs. Helen E. Rossik









Mr, Joseph Russell, Jr.
Ms. Liora Russell
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Russian
Ms. Melissa Russow
Mrs Jeanne Ruszala-Herbst
Mr. James T. Ryan
Ms. Rita Ryan
Mr. Thomas R. Rylander
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rzeznikiewicz
Mr. Anthony Sablone
Mr. George Saddig
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome M. Sagnella, Jr.




Mr. and Mrs. Anthony C. Sammataro
Mr. and Mrs. SalvatoreJ. Sampiere
Ms. Bonnie R. Samson
Dr. and Mrs. Joshua H . Sandman
Ms. Ingeborg Sands
Ms. Annette G. Sanfotd
Ms. Gertrude E. Sanford
Mr. Cornelius Sansone
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Santactoce
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Santacroce
Mr. John Santoro





Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Scaranu;
Mr. Edwin F. Schaefer
Ms. Gail Schappa





Mr. and Mrs. I. H. Schlesinger
Mr. Irving Smirnoff
Mr. and Mrs. DanSchmitt
Ms. Elizabeth Schmitz
Mrs. Agnes E.Scholl
Ms. Jeanne F. Schurk
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schwab
Mr. Abraham Schwartz
Ms. Claire Schwartz
John M. and Nancy E. Schwartz
Mr. Richard Schwarzenberg
Mrs. Marie Sciarini
Mr. and Mrs. James Scofield
Mr. Martin Scully
Mr. Clifford Seipold
Mrs. Dorothy S. Selander




Mt. and Mrs. Karl H. Seyfang






Mr. and Mrs. Duane R. Shepard
Mr. R. M.Shiles
Mr. William H. Shippee
Pam Shniper




William and Joan Silk
Ms. Nettie Silver
Mr. and Mrs. Norman L. Silver
Abraham and Jane Silverman
Ms. Susan Simler
Ms. Alma Towne Simone
Ms. Roberta Sims
Rosanna Sink
Mt. Joseph J. Sirico
Mr. Claude Skelton
Mr. and Mrs. N.C. Skidmore
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sklarz
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Skornik
Dr. and Mrs. William H. Sledge
Ms. Blanche Small
Mr. Irving Smirnoff
Mr. Andrew B. Smith






Dr. and Mrs. Edward L. Snyder
Dr. Nancy B. Sobel
Ms. Jeanne Soeters
Mr. Raymond Sola
Mr. and Mrs. John Solari
Mrs. GeorgeJ. Soldan
Mr. Joseph J. Solinsky
Mrs. Sandra J. Somma
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Sonnichsen
Ms. Kristin Soper
Geo. W. and Betty A. Sorensen
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Sotek
Mr. and Mrs. T. Clayton Spalding
Ms. Sheila Spellacy
Ms. Shirley Spencer
Mr. Russell F. Spicer
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Spiegel
Mr. Samuel Spielvogel
Mr. Paul A. Spignesi
Mr. Frank Spinelli
Mr. Denis St. Jacque
Ms. Judith Stafstrom
Ms. Gloria Stanton
Mrs. Louise F. Stanton
Ms. Margaret Stanton
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Stead, Jr.
Ms. Joanne Steinbach
William H. and Cynthia M. Stempson
Ms. Linda Stewart
Ms. Karen Stickney
Ms. Isadore E. Still
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Stoddard
Ms. Dorothy I. Stokes
Mr. Jack Stokes
Ms. Kathleen Stone
Ms. Diana T. Stovall
Mr. Albert P. Stowe, Jr.
Mrs. A. Burton Street
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Strom
Ms. Mary Sullivan
Ms. Mary Sullivan
Tha Hospital's Frlanda I Forty-s
Mr. John Sunblade
Mr. Donald Suthetland
Mr. William Sutherland, Jr.
Ms. Donna M. Sutkaitis
Mrs. Roscoe H. Suttie
Ms. Rose Svirsky
Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Swinkin
Dr. and Mrs. Michael H. Swirsky
Mr. Arthur Symonds




Mr. Joseph C. Tamaro
Dr. William Tamborlane, Jr.
Ms. Judith Tan









George F. Thornron, M.D,
Ms. Jessie B. Throm





Mr. and Mrs. Donald Tomczyk
Ted and Edythe Tomon




Mr. and Mrs. Frank Torre











Mr. and Mrs. Stanley E. Turski
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T. Tuverson
Ms. Christine Twerion
Mr. Alfred N. Tychsen
Ms. Karen Tyler
Ms. Sharon Tylinski
Mr. William F. Uhl
Mr. and Mrs. Kresimir Ukraincik
Mr. Arnold Unger
Ungers Floor Covering Company
Mr. Herman F. Urban
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Vaccare, Sr.
Mr. Frank Vaccarella
Mr. Michael Valerio, Jr.
Ms. Emilia D. Van Beugen
Ms. Jill V. Vansanr-Bastow
Mt. and Mrs. Bruce Varga
Ms. Charlotte Vasile
Mr. Robert T. Vecchio
Ms. Linda Vento
Mt. and Mrs. Peter S. Verab, Jr.
Ms. Grace M. Vida
Mr. Alfred R. Vigorito
Ms. Elizabeth Vilece
Mrs. Mary Vincent
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Vine
Mr. Richard Viola
Mr. Daniel A. Vischio
Miss Shirley Visel
Mr. Joseph A. Vizziello
Mr. Perer F. Vogell











Linda A. Waldman, M.D.
Mrs. Walter F. Waldron
Ms. Karen E. Walker
Ms. Caroline Wall
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Garrett Wall




Mr. and Mrs. John J. Waniga
Mr. Jerold Wanosky
Mr. Maurice L. Ward




Forty-eight I The Hospital's Friends
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne P. Wavrek
Nicholas Weber and Katharine Webet




Ms. Susan C. Weins
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome L. Weinstein
Mrs. Dorothy Weisledet
Mr. Alexander Weiss
Mr. and Mrs. Barry L. Weiss
Ms. Lillian Weitzlet
Mr. Donald R. Welter
Mrs. Julianna Wendolowski
Mrs. Zena A. Wendt
Mr. Michael S. Weslocky
Mr Tracy West
Westbrook Concrete Block Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement R. Wetmore
Ms. Margarer Wezowicz
Mr. Robert L. Wheatley
Mr. David W. Wheeler
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Wheeler
Mr. Allen White
Ms. Serena H. Whitridge
Ms. Ana Elizabeth Whitten
Mr. and Mrs. Eamonn Whyte, Jr









and Mrs. Alexander Winnict









a A. Woods, D.D.S.
and Mrs. Arthur F. Wotrall
Nickola Wozniuk
and Mrs. Frederick Wurm
and Mrs. Alfred Wyant, Jr.
Costas N. Xenelis








Mr, and Mrs. Paul Zalenski
Mrs. Angela M. Zappia
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Zawisza
Ms. Jean Zdanys
Ms. Karen H. Zeid
Mr. Leon Zeidman
Mr. and Mrs. Burton L. Zempsky





In light of the national nursing shortage, nurse recruitment was a crucial pari ol the










Mr. and Mrs. GeorgeJ. Young, Jr
Richard and Dorothy Young
ArneS. Youngberg. M.D.
Mr. Myron Yudowitch
Mt . Joseph Yuris
Matching Gift Companies I Other Special Purpose Gifts
Special thanks to the following com Donors whose gifts were designated for
panies who have matched gifts from other special needs ar listed below.
their employees to Yale-New Haven




The Field Corporation Fund
General Dynamics
Hoffmann-LaRoche, Inc.
E. F. Hutton & Company, Inc,
IBM Corporation
The May Stores Foundation, Inc,
Mobil Foundation, Inc.








Clinton Junior Women's Club
Rose Cohen's Trip ro Cohoes
John J. Collins Trust
Mead Johnson Nutritional Group
Montowese Baptist Church
Estate of David B. Motgan, Jr
The Panwy Foundation
Parents ofCardiac Children United
Dr. David E. Silverstone
1987 Southeastern Connecticut
Combined Federal Campaign
The YNHH Gospel Singer: dehgh t :!aff and visitors at TGIF, theAuxiliary-sponsored summer
entertainment series.
Mr. and Mrs. Al Coppola
Mrs. Emmanuel Dickler
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred R. Dorf
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Eberstadt
Estate ofKatharine Dana English
First Church ofChrist, Bethany
Fitst Church ofChrist, New Haven
First Congregational Church of
East Haven
First Congregational Church of
Madison
First and Summerfield United
Methodist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Gradoville
John Day Jackson Trust






Mahlon H. Marlin Trust
Mary M. Marlin Trust
St. John's Episcopal Church
Mr. PaulD. Storiale
Ms. Libby Tuttle
Ms. Jean S. Ulmer
United Way ofSoutheastern
Connecticut
Thomas J. Walsh and Ann L. Walsh
Charitable Trust
Ms. Irene Warzecha
Yale-New Haven Hospital Auxiliary
Names of those memorialized are listed
first.
Pasqual Aim
Mrs. Susan A. Clark
Alexandra Stmms Barlow
Mr. and Mrs. Roderick Johnson
MarilynJ. Beach
Mr. Robert G. Beach
Christine Berthelson






Mr. and Mrs. Keith E. Estep
Freden Lodge #12 D.S.S.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Green
Ms. Dorothea U. Ibsen
Mt. and Mrs. Alfon Ogren
Ms. Nancy E. Ritz
Ms. Virginia M. Spahrand Family
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Warner
Yale School of Forestry
Office of the Dean
Stephen Birkhahn




Mr. and Mrs. Jude Brennan
Ms. Caryl Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel D. Hutson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Lee
Ms. Francine Mangiagli
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Souder
Mr. and Mrs. Tadeus Taraska





The Nurses of the Newborn Special
Care Unit, YNHH
Joseph C. Carhone.Jr.
Mt. and Mrs. Stuart Conn
Mt. and Mrs. Roger Dock
Paul Casher















Mr. Cal M. Kaplow
Barbara Lynn Kaplow
Michael L. Rouello, Jr.
BarbaraJean Dixon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Dixon
Helen Donahue





Mr. and Mrs. David Aitoro
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Aserio
Mrs. Josephine Aserio
Mr. and Mrs. James Caggiano
Veronica M. Caserta
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Conroy
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Cutrone
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph DeLallo, Jr.
Mrs. Debbie DeLuccy
AnthonyJ. DePanfilis
Mr. and Mrs. Al DeVito
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel DeVito
Mr. and Mrs. John Dougherty
Mrs. Norma Dougherty
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Eichorn
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Eisdorfer
Mrs. Anna Falzone
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ferrara
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Graham
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hughes
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas LaBianco
Mr. and Mrs. George LeBlanc
Kelly A. Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maclean
Norwalk Kiwanis Club
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Oerding
Mr. and Mrs. John Poppe
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poppe
Mr. and Mrs. Konrad Rahner
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ventre
DavidDrazen





Dr. Hugh L. Duyer
Mrs. Pugsley Alley
Mr. and Mrs JosefAdler
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L. Arnstein
Dr. and Mrs. Elisha Atkins
Ms. Kathleen Barrett
Mr. and Mrs. Paul B. Beeson
Mr. Spencer M. Berger
MaxL. Berlowe, M.D.
Philip K. Bondy, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H. Bowerman
Ms. Mary Brennan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Busier
Mr. and Mrs. Roger L Campbell
Canberra Clinical Laboratories
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson P. Chatfield
Mr. Henry Chauncey, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles B. Cheney
Ms. Ruth Clammer
Mrs. Helen G. Clark
Dr. and Mrs. David H. Clement
Mrs. Virginia Colberg
Mr. James W. Cooper
Mrs. Louise Field Cooper
Mr. George W. Coxeret
Lycurgus M. Davey, M.D.
Fellows ofDavenport College,
Yale Univ.
Mr. Peter W. Duble
Dr. Frank X. Dwyer
John I. and Harriet Jackson Ely
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Farrel, III
Ms. Mimi T. Fasenmyet
Dr. and Mrs. Richard E. Fearon
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fineberg
Ms. Miriam N. Finkeldey
Mrs. Lucia P. Fulton
Mr. James H. Gilbert
Ms. Elizabeth Goetsch
Mrs. John Goetsch and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Gordon
Dr. and Mrs. Willard F. Greenwald
Mrs. GordonS. Haight
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S.
Hammond, Jr.
Mrs. John K. Hammond
Dr. and Mrs. Richard B, Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. H. Everron Hosley, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Durbin Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel W. Kops
Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold F. Livers
Mr. and Mrs. William Lowell
Judge and Mrs. Herbert S.
MacDonald
Ms. Elaine R. Magenheim
Mrs. Nancy B. McAllister
Ms. Ann McGough
Admiral and Mrs. Harold
Blaine Miller
Mr. and Mrs. John Perry Miller
Gary E. Mombello, M.D
YNHH and the Yale Comprehe\
offer breast cancer screenings to
1 forces with the Mammography Van to
nity.
Mr. and Mrs, Frank A. Nelson
Dr. and Mrs. William S. Norton







Mrs. Roberr D. Scott
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Selzer
Mr. and Mrs. C. Thomas Smith
Nicholas P R. Spinelli, M.D
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Spinner
PriscillaD. Taft.M.D.
Mrs. Curtiss K Thompson
Ms. Margaret A. Thorns
Mr. and Mrs. Raynham Townshend
Mr. and Mrs. C. Theodore Trolin
Mrs. Abrahams. Ullman
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Wanner








Douglas Carlyle Evans, II
Mrs. Douglas Hikade




Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Collette
and Family
WilliamJ. Flynn
Mr. Z. Ken Darian
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Holtzberg
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Holtzberg
Mrs. Sheila Matonn and Family
Mr. James E. Touchette
Susan C. Foster
Ms. Sally M. Foster
Michael Gamty
Ms. Virginia A. Barker
Mr. Bruce E. Bates and Family
Ms. Joan W. Brown
Dale Carson and Rosemary de Sauve
Mrs. Judith M. Devlin
The Fitzgerald Family




Lafayette Stteet School Social
Committee
Lafayette Street School
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Neri
Salvatore Gaudio
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Palmeri
Ted Genovese
Mane J. Browne, M.D.
Ms. Karen L. Camp
Mrs. Helen G.Clark
Ms. Theresa K. Douskey
Friends of Ted Genovese
Ms. Evelyn H. McCarthy
Mr. C. Thomas Smith
Ms. AltheaM. Vasquez
Shawn Golta
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dest
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Treusch
Mr. and Mrs. William F.
O'Keefe.Jr.
Seth Gordon










Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Armstrong
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Blake







Mr. and Mrs. Frank Palmeri
RobertJ. Hmkle
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Ambrose
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Barnes
Mr. Richard R. Barredo and Family
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E Burke, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Cavanaugh
Officers and Employees of
Connecticut National Bank
Mr. and Mrs, Robert T. Dman
G. P. Woodworking, Inc.
Attorney and Mts. David B.
Greenberg
Jack A. Halprin Associates
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heilman
Dr. and Mrs. David M. Kaminsky
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Lofgren
Peter E. Melien, Attorney at Law
Mallory Brooke Kapareiko
Mt. and Mrs. Frank Fettes
Ms. Edith Gould
Milford Striped Bass Club, Inc.
Mt. John J. Ziskowski
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sloat
Jonathan Kopetz
Ms. Linn M. Bayne
Mt. and Mrs. William Corrigan
Elsie E. Gregor
Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Hawkins
Mr. and Mrs. Steven B. Kaplan
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kopetz
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kopetz
Dorothy W. Lutts
Helen D. Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Picozzi
Karen J. Riem
Mr. and Mrs. John Ryden
Ms. Evelyn G. Van der Veer
Mr. Edward L. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weeks
Tadeusz Krala
Andrew Warde High School
Tomlinson Middle School Staff
MichaelJoseph Larson
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Berman
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Civitello
CynthiaJ. Crocco
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Deckrlbaum
Mary Ann Demetrius
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Donahue
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dunn
Carol Ekonomides
Miss Lorraine Fiore (and co-workers)
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fostik
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Gagne
-Mr. and Mrs. Harvey M. Goldstein
AlanH. Gradman, M.D.
Elaine E. Grant
Mr. and Mrs. William Howe
Steven Jacoby, M.D.
Mt. and Mrs. Peter Juergensen
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Katz
Mr. and Mrs. James Longo
Marie M. Longo
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Mancino
The Hospital's Friends
Mr. and Mrs, Benedicr Martorana
Mr. and Mrs John Nicolson
Kathleen C. Russell
Dr. and Mrs. Mark Schoenfeld
Andriana Natale Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. Gary E. Wall
Marguerite Lerner
T. H Fitzsimmons Insurance, Inc
Mr. and Mrs. C. Thomas Smith
Sherman T. Lewis
Mr. Donald F. Scharf
Ms. Eveyln Winston
WillardLucas
Ms. Margaret A. Srokesbury
DavidJohn Marshall
Mrs. Elizabeth C Ondrick
Mrs. James Sanso
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Schlegel, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Albert K. Snyder
Ms. Virginia Whitcomb




Mrs. Jean M. DeMarsillis
John Louts Mazzoni
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Oehlet
Joseph Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Murphy
NatalieMusante
Mr. Robert S. Feen
llona de-Suto Nagy, M.D.









Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. Durant
Nico Construction Company
Ruth Fowler Oliver
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Poole
Henry W. Olsen
Mrs. Beverly Brinckerhoff
Mrs. John C. Foster
FrankJ. Peters
Mr. and Mrs. John Carrano
Ms. Ellen J. Francesconi
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Johanson
Caprain Henry E. Marx
Mr. David G. Reitz
Silver Sight Studio
Elizabeth Anne Provost
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Jurczyk
Michael Saarra,Jr.
Mr. Joseph P. Buzzuto
Mrs. Lucy Buzzuto
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Calia
Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Canadeo
Ms, Karen Capone
Ms. Rose DeMatto
Mr. and Mts. John DiPIacito
Ms. Mary DiPIacito
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. King
Ms. Sandra D. Knapp and Family
Mrs. Jean Maloney
Ms. Donna M. McMonagle
Janet and Michael Prochwnik
Ms. Chris Scarice
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sciarra
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Simeti
The Temple Surgical Center
Anthony Sirico
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Palmeri
Michelle Smith





Mr. and Mrs. John Barbetti
Ms. Fannie Biondella
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Birbane
Ms. Joanne Bizzario
Mrs. Olive Bright
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ceccolini
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Craco
Mrs. RoseEsposito
Mr. and Mrs. Gerardo Giordano
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Goldstein
Mrs. John Gould
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hoadley
Mr. Ronald E.Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Langlais
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Logan
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas MacKinnel
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Margolis
Mr. James A. Miessau
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mullen
Ms. Joann Kligerman
Mr. and Mrs. F.C. Pepe
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Proto
Mr. Frank Quattrini
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Redman
Ms. Barbara G. L. Rogers
Mr. Gerald J. Schmitz
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Travisano
Robert Stavnttsky




Ms. Lucille M. Ayoub
Mrs. Phillip Balletto and Family
Mrs. Vincent Balletto
Ms. Kathleen E Blick
Mr and Mrs. William W. Bryant
Ms. Rose Carotenuto
Mr. and Mrs. John Walter Carr
Ms. PalmaCatn
Mr. and Mrs. HarryJ. Chirgwin
Ms. Bertha M. Connell
The Daniels Agency, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip DiGiovanni
Mr. Rodney C. Dimock
Mrs. Marcia Swan Doran
Tillie, George and Florence Farris
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Fawcett
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ferns
Mr. and Mrs. Brahim Freije
Miss Matilda Freije and
Mr. Fred Freije
Ms. Eleanor Freije
Ms. Elizabeth P. Galpin
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo P. Gambino
Ms. Madelyn T. George
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Giannotti
Mr. and Mrs. Marsilio Guidi
The Hadder Family
Mrs Lawrence Hashim
Ms. Sadie C. Hassan
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Hinman
Dr. and Mrs. Marty Hirschorn
The Hyder Family
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Hyder
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice J. Hyder
Mr. and Mrs. Brad C. Hyder
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Kunz
Mr. Ronald L. Lanier
Mr. and Mrs. Michael T. Marak
Ms. Harriet R. Markle
Ms. MarieJ. Mathews
Ms. Nancy Michel
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce E. Newell
Ms. Harriet D. Odium
Mr. and Mrs, Eric T. Pierson
Ms. Marilee Porter
Ms. Colleen Ryan
Fred, Louise and Richard Samara
Ms. GailB. Schiff
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce E. Scobie
Mr. and Mrs. Paul P. Shepard
Ms. M. Joyce Siclari
Mrs. James Skeirik
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. James E.Stacy
Mr. and Mrs. George N. Stevenson
Mr. John B. Walsh
Mr. and Mrs. Paul D. Wendehack
City ofWest Haven Employees
Ms. Linda York
Morgan YaleSwirsky, M.D.

















Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller
Grace M. Ward
Ms Virginia L. Brosnahan
Mrs. Harold S. Cherry
Ms. Elizabeth H. Drew
Mt. and Mrs. Walton Ferguson
Ms. Elizabeth W. Fox
Mr. Frederick C. Fritzen
Mrs. Mary Louise Kaptain
Ms. Virginia R. Kemball-Cook
Mrs. Rosamond G. Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W.
McCall.Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph M.
Montgelas
Mrs. Paul Dennison O'Brien
Mr. Edwin F. Pollock
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Pund
Mr. and Mrs. Richard N. Rand
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Reilly
Mrs. Walter R. Seibert
Mr. and Mrs. Francis E. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen F. Zangrillo
Samuel Weissman
Mr. and Mrs. Mathew M. Fishbein
Mr. and Mrs. Harry N. Weissman




Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McClune
Mr. Scott Baily and
Ms. Kim McClune
Seth Wittes




The Hospital's Friends / Fifty-one
Commemorative Gifts
Names of those honored are listed first
Dr. andMrs . Jud Bachner
(Wedding Anniversary and
Mrs. Bachner's birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Cahn
(Birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. John Balayan
Dr. ArnoldM. Baskm
(Birthday)
TheStaff ofUrological Surgery, P.C.
Dr. andMrs. Max Berlowe
(Wedding Anniversary)




Mr. and Mrs. Albino Coppola
Mr. Charles H.Costello
(Birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kusterer
Sharon Hope Freundlich
(Birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Naglak
Robbie andKatie Gradmille
Mr. and Mrs. Robert T. Gtadoville
Mrs. Barbara Gibson
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Beck
Mrs. Paul Kent
(Birthday)
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Cahn
Martha Kurz
Ms. Giselle Kurz
Labor and Delivery Staff
Mr. Paul D. Storiale
I The Hospital's Friends
RichardP. Una, M.D.
Mr. James A. Bailey
Air. F. Patrick McFadden, Jr.
(Birthday)
Gary R. Ginsberg, Attorney at Law
Mr. andMrs. Edwin R. Meiss
(Wedding Anniversary)
Mrs. Henry L. Thalheimer
Drs. Molumphy and Olson
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Schloss
Alek Rivera




Ms. Debbie L. S. Lewisohn
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Sachs
C. Thomas Smith
Mr. Robert Trudel
Should you be interested in discussing
a gift under your will or through a
trust, please contact the Director of
Development, Yale-New Haven Hospi
tal, Grace Building, 25 Park Street,
New Haven, CT06519, 203-785-
2141 . Gifts are tax deductible as pro
vided by law.






Can Be A Gift ofLife . . .
Tale-NewHaven
